
Gardening Accessories

EezeeTM Greenhouse

Our gardening accessories are chosen with your gardening needs in mind. We believe that these products will 
enable you to grow, sow and display your Thompson & Morgan plants to be their absolute best.

Thank you for ordering from T&M

1. Unfold the plastic greenhouse cover from the bag.

2. Extend both poles. Connect the middle sections of the 
pole first, and continue to connect each section until fully 
extended. Lay one pole to one side.

3. Slide one end of one greenhouse pole through the green 
sleeves, ensure it goes to the top and feeds through the 
middle hoop at the peak of the greenhouse roof (see fig 
1). Continue to slide through the opposite green sleeve 
onto the other side. Repeat with the other pole (fig 2). 
Push until all poles are at equal lengths.

4. Raise all 4 greenhouse poles and attach them to the 
metal rings at the end of each pole (see fig 3). Clip the 
greenhouse to the poles with the plastic clips (3 each 
pole), beginning at the bottom and moving to the top (see 
fig 4).

5. Using the 4 thicker pegs, stake the greenhouse down 
through the corner rings and each of the 4 green corner 
supports. Next, stake the green side supports along the 
sides of the greenhouse (fig 5, 6 & 7). Ensure the pegs 
are inserted at a 45 degree angle.

6. Untie the guide ropes on each corner and secure them to 
the ground (fig 8). It is important to ensure the pegs are 
inserted at a 45 degree angle, 2ft away. Adjust them by 
pulling the plastic holder downwards. Adjust the tension 
via the sliding clip. Your greenhouse is now assembled! 
(Fig 9)
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Mini Greenhouse Cloche
Ideal for early 
sowings of vegetable 
seed crops (e.g. 
lettuces, broad 
beans) or for giving 
tomato, pepper, 
aubergine and other 
plants a head start.

 Your cloche system is extendable, so can be used to 
cover rows of up to 2m (6ft) in length. The smaller parts 
can also be used as individual cloche covers. Cloches are 
easy to use, simply place the main body over the plants/
seeds and place the pegs through the holes and into the 
soil. Attach the second body overlapping the 1st section, 
repeating the pegging down. To add ends, simply slide 
over the main body and use pegs to secure.

Tomato Auto-Waterer
Growing 
tomatoes in 
grow bags is 
undoubtedly 
the best way 
to grow them, 
but consistent 
watering can 
be a problem, 

particularly during hot weather. Not any more - thanks 
to these handy collars. Simply place the collar around 
the young tomato plants at the time of planting. Each 
clear plastic collar will form a reservoir to reduce water 
run-off, ensuring that your plants are consistently fed 
and watered, and avoiding inconsistent cropping and 
damaged fruit.

Strawberry Patio Planter
The easy way to grow 
strawberries on the 
patio. Made from 
durable interwoven 
polypropylene, these 
handy strawberry 
planters can be used 
year after year. Simply 
fill each planter with 
approximately 45 litres 
of compost and plant 
up the 8 handy, pre-cut 
side pockets with your 
favourite strawberry 
varieties.
Height: 45cm (18in). Width: 35cm (14in).

Flower Pouch™ & Eezee™ Patio Bag
1. Mix slow-release fertiliser pellets into a general purpose compost. We recommend incredibloom® and 

incredicompost® for the best results
2.  Fill the pouch, ensuring the compost gets right into the corners and firm it down (don’t pack it really hard 

though).
3.  Lay the flower pouch down flat and seal the open end with a clothes peg.
4.  Push fingers in slits and gently push plug plants (flowers or dwarf beans/tomato/strawberry plants) in and 

firm compost around the roots.
5.  Leave one plug plant spare and pot up in a 3 inch pot to use later (see point 9).
6.  Water each plant in and leave clothes peg on.
7.  Key tip! - Leave the pouch laying flat for a few weeks until plants are fully rooted. You should be able to 

tell by looking at the plant growth. (By leaving it flat for a few weeks you allow the roots to establish and 
spread and keep the compost in place).

8.  Once the plants are established and growing well, remove the clothes peg, turn the right way up and 
hang. Choose a sunny wall or sturdy fence.

9.  Now pop in the potted plant you kept back, right into the top of the pouch to ensure really full coverage.
10. Water regularly and enjoy the display or crop.

Eezee™ patio bag
The planting advice for Flower PouchesTM also holds for the EezeeTM Patio Bag, except of course the need to 
lay it down and hanging in place. 

Properly pegged -  
keep the skirt straight

Improperly pegged
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Hanging Baskets

© 2017 Thompson & Morgan  TM17029.02 / IFS:70830

For best results with your hanging baskets we recommend using incredicompost® and the addition of incredibloom® at planting 
time. This controlled slow release fertiliser will last 7+ months, providing everything your plants need for strong growth and fl owers. 
For summer displays we also recommend the use of a water retaining gel.

Direct Fill Hanging Basket

This Thompson & Morgan exclusive has been designed specifi cally for our 
Postiplug and smaller plug options, allowing you to plant our smaller plugs 
directly into your baskets with no need for growing the plants on fi rst.
Depending on the plug size you are working with, simply pop out the 
matching sized hole around the side of the basket and fi ll with compost to 
the fi rst planting tier. Insert the plugs from the outside of the basket. Once 
in, twist the plant 90° to lock the rootball in place. Top with more compost 
to the next planting tier and fi rm in. Repeat planting of the top tier. Once all 
side plants are set in place, top up with compost and fi rm in, leaving 2.5cm 
(1in) of basket rim on show to allow for good watering. The young plugs will 
need growing on before they can be set outside. Place the basket in a warm 
greenhouse or set on a windowsill until plants are large enough to plant 
outside. Hanging chains can be left off during the growing on process until 
ready to place outside.

Easy Fill Hanging Basket

Unpackage the planting ‘gates’ and hanging chain and set to one side. 
Fill the basket with compost level to the fi rst tier of planting holes then place a 
plant in each hole, setting the neck of the plant into the depression at the base of 
each hole. Pop the gates over the plants on the inside of the basket to hold them 
in place. Once the fi rst tier is planted, add more compost to the basket, gently 
fi rming in, taking the level to the next planting tier. Add 4-6 plants to the top of the 
basket to fi nish planting then fi x the hanging chains in place. The baskets can 
become quite heavy once watered, so hang in place before offering water. The 
durable Easy Fill Hanging basket will last for years. Make sure to clean thoroughly 
between plantings.

For a handy how-to planting video for the Easy Fill basket visit 
www.thompson-morgan.com/how-to-plant-an-easy-fi ll-basket-for-winter

Patio Pot and Saucer
Click the pot onto the saucer 
base, inserting the ‘teeth’ 
on the saucer into the holes 
on the base of the pot.  Fill 
the pot with compost and 
plant up. The frost-resistant 
pot can be used year round. 
During spring and summer 
the saucer acts as a 
reservoir. Once 
autumn rains 
set in it is worth 
removing the 
saucer until 
spring so that 
compost does 
not sit overly wet 
through winter. 

Tower Pot™

Each pack contains 1 pot (38cm/15in diameter, 30cm/12in 
high), 1 pot saucer and a 2-part frame. Total height of pot and 
frame: 1.3m (4ft). Click the pot onto the saucer base, inserting 
the ‘teeth’ on the saucer into the holes on the base of the pot. 
Fill the pot with compost and plant up your chosen climber. 
Take the larger of the two tower sections and clip this to the 
pot by lining up the teeth with the holes on the pot rim, keeping 
plant stems and shoots inside the tower frame. 
Thread plant stems evenly around the tower frame. Plants with 
non-clinging stems can be tied to the frame with twine or wire 
until established. The top section of the tower can be set now, 
or left off the display until plant growth reaches the top of the 
fi rst section. At this stage clip the second part on top of the fi rst. 
For vigorous and/or perennial climbers with heavy top growth 
you may wish to insert two or three cane supports against the 
inside of the frame to strengthen it against the weight of the 
plants. We recommend wearing gloves while assembling the 
Tower Pot™ and when removing spent plant material from it as 
frame edges can be sharp.

Water Wizard™

Fill a used plastic soft drinks 
bottle with water, screw the Water 
Wizard™ onto the neck of the 
bottle, turn the bottle upside down 
and place in the top of the item 
you are watering to enable the 
water to trickle through gently. The 
Water WizardTM is ideal for use 
with patio pots, fl ower pouches, 
window boxes, hanging baskets 
and also in fl ower beds.

Solar Twizzle
With the solar panel facing 
upwards, fi t the triangular 
shaped hanger into the 
pre-made holes and then 
hang this hanger onto 
your bracket. Hang your 
basket onto the hook at the 
bottom of the Solar Twizzle.
basket onto the hook at the 

Easy Fill Hanging Wall Planter
Unpackage the planting gates and fi xings. Fix the metal wall bracket to the wall 
in the desired location. Insert the wall spacers into the two holes at the back of 
the planter from the outside. Fill the wall planter with compost level to the fi rst 
tier of planting holes then place a plant in each hole, setting the neck of the 
plant into the depression at the base of each hole. Pop the gates over the plants 
on the inside of the planter to hold them in place. Once the fi rst tier is planted, 
add more compost to the basket, gently fi rming in, taking the level up to the 
next planting tier and repeat. Finally add 4-6 plants to the top of the planter, 
then hook the lip at the back over the metal wall bracket. The wall planter may 
become quite heavy once watered, so hang in place onto the wall bracket before 
watering. The durable Easy Fill Hanging Wall Planter will last for years. Make sure 
to clean thoroughly between plantings.
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